Three African populations that rely mainly on hunting and gathering possess a trove of previously unrecorded genetic diversity.
GENOMICS

Hunter-gatherer genes
ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR
Sex is costly for squid
For a squid, mating can take up to three hours, and the resulting energy losses could put the animal at a disadvantage around predators and reduce
NEUROSCIENCE
Blind mice can sense light
A small molecule restores light sensitivity to blind mice when it is injected into their eyes.
Richard Kramer at the University of California, Berkeley, and his colleagues studied a mouse model of retinitis pigmentosa -a form of blindness in which light-sensing rod and cone cells in the retina degenerate. The researchers applied the molecule, AAQ, to retinas isolated from the mice and found that it triggered retinal ganglion cells -most of which are normally light-insensitive -to increase their firing rate in response to light. Other work has suggested that the molecule functions by blocking potassium ion channels in the membranes of neurons, boosting their excitability. In behavioural tests, blind mice treated with AAQ showed signs of light sensitivity.
The use of this and related molecules could restore vision less invasively than other proposed methods, the researchers say. 
MICROBIOLOGY
Skin bacteria boost immunity
Microbes living in mammalian guts have an important role in intestinal immunity and it seems that those living on the skin are similarly crucial for tuning immune responses to skin pathogens.
Yasmine Belkaid at the US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases in Bethesda, Maryland, and her colleagues compared mice with microbes on their skin with germ-free mice raised in aseptic conditions. T cells, a subset of immune cells, produced fewer immunestimulating molecules in germ-free animals than in control mice. When infected with a skin parasite, the germfree mice developed a greater number of parasites per skin lesion than the controls, and also showed impaired T-cell responses. Populating the skin with a skin bacterium restored immunity to the germ-free animals. 
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
Rechargeable
Li-air battery
Lithium-air batteries promise to greatly exceed the energy-storage capacity of conventional lithium-ion batteries and a study shows that they can retain 95% of their capacity even after 100 recharges.
Current is generated in lithium-air batteries when lithium ions from the anode react with oxygen from the air -rather than with a limited volume of oxidizing agent, as in conventional batteries. Peter Bruce and his colleagues at the University of St Andrews, UK, created a lithium-air battery using an electrolyte of dimethylsulphoxide, through which the lithium ions flow, and a porous gold cathode where oxygen is reduced before it reacts with the lithium ions. These materials seem to prevent the sidereactions that have quickly degraded the performance of previous lithium-air batteries.
